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Developed by: * Caves of Qenya Studio
(www.cavesoftqenya.com) * Caves of Qenya – Rodin VR
(www.cavesoftqenya.com/VR) * Jota Lab Studio (www.jota.game)
* Team QenyaVR (www.team-qenya-vr.com) * HTC Studios VR
Hardware: * HTC Vive * Oculus Rift * PS VR OS: Windows 10Q: Is
there a way to handle both orderBy and partitionBy expressions
in Spark? I have a dataframe which has the following schema:
StructType(StructField(a, IntegerType, true), StructField(b,
StringType, true)) I want to group this by a, the dataset is like so:
a b 1 a1 1 b1 1 b2 2 a1 2 b2 and my final output (where A==a,
B==b) is: a b 1 a1 1 b1 1 b2 2 a1 2 b1 I've been trying to use a
join in order to have something like that, but that doesn't seem to
be possible. A: As per the SQL Algebra, SELECT can not be used if
there is multiple expressions in FROM or WHERE clause or
partition clause, this will lead to error. If the selection can be
expressed with a where-clause, than a WHERE-clause shall be
used instead. [source] So, in your case, you can achieve this
using window functions. One solution is the following: val df =
Seq( (1, "a1"), (1, "b1"), (1, "b2"), (2, "a1"), (2, "b2") ).toDF("a",
"b") val df2 = df.withColumn("a2", "a") .withColumn("b2", "b")
.withColumn("group", when((col("a") + 1) === (col("b")),
col("a"))). groupBy("group", col("a"), col("b"), col("a2"), col("b2"))
.withColumn

Neptunia Virtual Stars - WACTOR Pack Features Key:
The game works great with mouse and keyboard.
You won't be sorry for playing it!
256 scenes!
QuantumBreak: A 50 level shooter game that offers you lots of hand-to-hand and gun shooting
action.

What's new?

Experience the game's new controls.
Play the scenario mode to select your best avatar.
Play 6 challenge missions to overcome all kinds of enemy and hazardous situations.
New Special Edition!

Controls
You can play QuantumBreak on keyboard and/or mouse. The game supports all keybinds to be set
according to your favor!

Keyboard controls

Arrows
Movement
Jump
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Fire
Mode
Zoom
Re-Zoom
Back to menu

Mouse controls

Movement
Swap weapon
Jump
Fire
Mode
Zoom
Re-Zoom
Toggle target
Quit

Confirm options menu

Choose FPS:
/

Option menu

Auto-Save Level
Line Editor
Configure/Screenshot mode

Compatible with Windows X86/x64
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